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Q1

Please provide the following information

Award Contact Name Joey Rao-Russell

Company Kimberlite Corporation

Email Address jrussell@sonitrolsecuirty.com

Phone Number 559-264-5924 ext 145

Q2

Which Monitoring Center of the Year category are you
entering?

SMB (0-40,000 subscribers)

Q3

Is your organization Five Diamond certified? (15%)

No
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Q4

TRAINING AND EDUCATION - Please provide detailed information on your new hire and on-going training programs.
Please specifically address content, testing, evaluation/analysis, and methodology. Share the qualifications and training
for your trainers. Define additional training modules and target skill sets. Explain how you determine and address training
and knowledge gaps over time. Describe how training programs are allocated and include any incentive programs that
you have implemented around training. (10%)

The Kimberlite Central Station team is always working towards recruiting and retaining great talent. Our potential operators first go 
through a typing test to ensure they are set up for success in our Central Station. We find that operators who are below our minimum 
45 words per minute struggle to keep up with our busy monitoring consoles. This typing tests is administered at the first interview to 
ensure the candidate is a great fit. To set the right expectation we let our potential dispatchers know that the training process will be 6 
to 8 weeks before they will be independently handling the console.
If the candidate passes the initial interviews, they first are greeted by our training coordinator. This coordinator is tasked with taking 
someone, often with no knowledge of the security industry, and getting them fully up to speed. The first week is focused on functional 
knowledge of how to operate the databases, monitoring software and an introduction to the industry as a whole. We find that if a new 
hire is confident in moving though the programs, they will be able to focus their attention on learning how to respond to alarms. During 
the first week, a new hire will spend increasingly more time in the central station observing a seasoned operator as they operate the 
alarm console. This acclimates the new hire to the sights and sounds of how everything will run.
Once the new hire has passed the initial week of training, they move on to a trainer on our busy day shift on a life monitoring console 
that they will be with for 3 weeks. All of our trainers began as operators and were promoted to trainers after years of great performance.
This first 3 weeks is focused on learning our Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for alarms as well as the differences in audio. As 
a Sonitrol dealer, all of our alarms come with audio activations. This Audio integration means that our new hires don’t just have the 
challenge of training their minds, they also have to train their ears to detect the differences in sounds.
To guide our training, at the end of every week, the new hire sits down with a manager, their trainer and the training coordinator to 
advise them about the progress they have made towards the goals to monitor on their own. This clear meeting on their progress 
reinforces that the new hire has a whole team dedicated to their success. At these meetings we can help address areas of struggle as 
well as highlight the great progress a new hire has made. Before the new hire can leave our morning shift, they need to score about 
70% on a quiz on their SOPs.
After the initial 3 weeks with our morning shift, the new hire will graduate to their home shift and meet their next trainer. This trainer will 
be with them one on one for the next 2 to 4 weeks depending on how well the new hire has progressed. The goal at this stage is to get 
those final areas of growth completed so the new hire can graduate to being a full dispatcher. The same end of week team meetings 
happen on their home shift with a manager, the training coordinator and their trainer. 
Our new graduates aren’t left to operate all alone after they finish training. The first 60 days of a new graduate being on their own, they 
are placed on a console directly in front of their shift supervisor and with their trainer on a data support console behind them. This 
gives our new graduates all the support they could need while still operating independently. A large part of our training philosophy is to 
ensure that our new hires have all the possible tools they could need to be set up for success. 
Setting our operators up with tools is such a large part of what we do. Our training coordinator has a quarterly check in with each 
operator to ensure that they can make a training goal and give them the tools to achieve it. This may be spending time on 
programming skills, customer relations or management training depending on what the operator wants to work on. Our people are what 
we invest the most time into growing for the betterment of everyone.
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Q5

DISASTER RECOVERY - Please explain your center’s disaster recovery solution. Provide details relevant to its scope,
how you train to the plan and how/when you test the plan. (Note: It is acceptable to submit a copy of the outline page of
your plan.) (10%)

Our central station is UL certified and fully redundant for power and communications.  In the event of a catastrophic disaster, we have 
a redundant central station in a remote office.  We can have signals sent to our back up central station and have staff there within the 
hour.  We use AWS cloud services to back up all data in the cloud to allow for transferring of signals in the event of a catastrophic 
incident

Q6

USE OF TECHNOLOGY - Explain how technology is used to support business intelligence for monitoring operations;
customer support; training; sales and marketing; HR; accounting; and, end users/subscribers. (10%)

Our multifaceted Central Station makes use of multiple paths of communication in order to ensure redundancy in the case of an outage
with one alarm path. Standard Digital and Analog phone lines are utilized on many of our older panels with a specialized monitoring 
console to ensure proper communication. The newer generation panels make use of Cellular, Internet and long range radio 
communication. 
Prior to any new technology being rolled out for our operators, the training team is hard at work making sure that the Standard 
Operating Procedures are updated. This means our training team is constantly looking to further their knowledge base to be key assets
to the monitoring operators hard at work.
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Q7

FALSE DISPATCH PROCEDURES/REDUCING FALSE ALARMS - Explain standard alarm procedures and how your
monitoring center uses technology to reduce false dispatches.  Outline your approach for identifying offenders and
corresponding remediation. If applicable, identify any training programs that you have developed for key stakeholders,
inclusive of employees, end users, or others. (10%)

Our company specializes in verification.  This allows our award winning central station the ability to use various streams of information 
and devices to verify what is happening on the site.  The operators in our Central Station are expertly trained during an intensive 6 
week onboarding process to critically evaluate all available information including audio, video, and site information to ascertain a 
potential break in and determine if a dispatch is needed. We proactively encourage our Central Station operators to build a working 
relationship with our customers so they have a rapport. Often times our larger customers will call in daily and building a rapport starts a 
groundwork for trust. In a stressful situation of a call from our Central Station, we want our customers to know they can trust what the 
operator is hearing.
Speaking of hearing, sounds isn’t the only way we prevent false alarms. Most police agencies are moving towards verified response 
policies, so we are adapting with these regulation changes. Often our systems are sold with video verification as well as audio 
verification. The more data points we can verify if a dispatch is needed is preferable. By combining multiple forms of alarm monitoring 
we give the customer the peace of mind of knowing exactly what is going on in their facility while they are away.
A robust facet of our false alarm prevention program is having multiple dedicated customer service representatives for each office 
within our territory. These customer service representatives make in person trips to customer sites to review the client call lists, verify 
site conditions, update their current map on file and to proactively look for any service issues. By screening early for service issues 
we can help prevent the cause of many false alarms. Our customer service representatives are always available for further customer 
training on equipment to help prevent client caused alarms.
While we can’t prevent every false alarm, we have maintained our focus to tackle decreasing our false dispatches. False dispatches 
have a large potential on effect our customers and our communities. Municipalities are not only imposing ever increasing fines for false
alarms but with every smaller resources it is a danger to our communities when we take critical resources for false alarms.  False 
alarms can also lead to a sense of fatigue and distrust with law enforcement which can create a situation where Law Enforcement 
safety is compromised.  On average, we have decreased from a 9.5% false dispatch rate to an 8.7% false dispatch rate. What’s even 
more impressive about the hard work of our central station is that they accomplished this while we continued to grow. Though we 
continue to improve, we currently have less than 1.7 false dispatches per customer.  Though we continue to get that number to zero, 
we celebrate all progress as we better serve our customer and communities.

Q8

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES - Detail how you help employees engage in community activities and causes. (10%)

causes. (10%)
Kimberlite started as a local company and has kept that culture as we have expanded and grown.  Our team works in and participates 
in the community with our customers.  Each branch has a goal to participate in at least 1 community event every month including relay
for life, food drives, coffee with a cop sponsorship, literacy awareness and events to help raise awareness. Some company initiatives 
are the following: 
• Annual Backpack Drive in Partnership with Clovis Police Department
• Ice Cream Fundraisers with the Chafee Zoo
• Donation of K-9 to Concord Police Department
• Special Olympics Torch Run throughout California with CHP, Fresno Sheriff, Hayward PD, and SFPD
• K-9 trials for California in partnership with Bakersfield PD including donation of First Aid Canine Kits.
• Multiple fund raising events for Education Foundations to support teachers in the classroom
• Law Enforcement Appreciation Day – Visit over 56 local law enforcement agencies to say Thank you.
• National Night Out to support safe and secure communities.
• Sponsor Shop with a cop for underprivileged children in San Francisco, Hayward, Bakersfield, and Modesto
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Q9

METRICS - Identify KPIs and frequency of reporting. Explain how these reports are used to manage day-to-day
operations. (10%)

Our operators are evaluated monthly on two main categories:
1. Call audit: This evaluation is to determine the operator’s both soft skills as well as call requirements. Operator’s are scored in 7 
call requirements including: usage of proper greeting, acing the account, verification of customer, usage of customer name, proper 
account records, prompting before muting call and usage of proper greeting. For Operator Soft Skills they are scored on: polite, 
professional, concise, clear, enthusiastic and attentive language.
2. Dispatch Audit: This evaluation determines the operator’s skills in the midst of a dispatch including: providing proper contact 
information to dispatch company, including alarm condition, verification, accurately describing alarm location, relaying responder 
information, sense of urgency, collecting operator id and event number and accurately updating information.
These metrics allow for operators and the central station over all to be evaluated for their performance as well as identify needs for 
additional training and areas of improvement. Our operators get to celebrate their areas of excellence through these audits and ensure 
a high degree of quality.

Q10

EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION - Explain your center’s approach for recognizing employee excellence in areas of
productivity, Q/A scores, attendance, etc. Provide information on any employee referral programs and retention bonus
programs. (5%)

We have a 3 key employee recognition and referral programs:
1. Employees can refer candidates: This is a program for our existing employees to actively help recruit talent into the organization. 
Our existing employees are paid a bonus when the new person completes training, when they complete 90 days of employment and 
when they have been with the company for a year. This motivates our employees to recruit quality candidates and invests them in that 
new hire’s success.
2. Yearly award Ceremony: Every year everyone in the company nominates our operators to be recognized as the best in the 
company at our end of year awards ceremony. This employee gets bragging rights as well as gets a cash bonus.
3. Soni-Bucks: This program awards our operators from going above their daily duties for the betterment of everyone. They are 
awarded a $1 voucher for our employee snack bar for activities such as: writing reports of their peers, apprehending criminals, getting 
recognition from customers and recommendations from other departments.

Q11

QUALITY OF RECORDS (Alarm history, recordings, etc.) - Detail your center’s records retention process, including its
approach for alarm history and phone calls. Explain how you use history to evaluate current challenges, productivity, and
effectiveness. Lastly, how is history used to understand current business, customers, and employees? (5%)

All alarm history is saved in our database as a permanent record. After every dispatch, our operators prepare an incident report to 
detail the process of the dispatch, what was found and the resolution. These incident reports are used both for information purposes for
the local branch office to follow up about any chronic false alarms, as well as to evaluate if the businesses have any gaps his security 
of their business. 
Our operators are evaluated on their proper record keeping monthly to ensure they are notating alarm sounds, sights and customer 
instructions for a proper picture of the account as a whole.
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Q12

RELATIONS WITH AHJs - Explain how your monitoring center works with public safety to increase effectiveness,
reduce false alarms, and increase awareness of industry trends, technology, and contributions. (5%)

At Kimberlite, we pride ourselves in having a strong relationship with our public safety organizations. Many of our local public safety 
organizations have established a direct line for our operators to call to report alarms. We train our operators to give clear and concise 
reports and to even stay on the line with the dispatcher if needed to better help in apprehension.

Q13

BUSINESS STRATEGY/CUSTOMER RELATIONS - How do you approach and manage communications with your
customers? Share how your center solicits voice of customer?  How do you keep them apprised of business
developments, advancements, and new products or services? (5%)

The health and performance of the alarm is integral is being able to monitor effectively. Our central station proactively reaches out to 
customers for alarm monitoring concerns such as; loss of communication, low battery issues and inaccurate call lists. Our operators 
are trained to make sure the customer sees us as an active part of their alarm team. If the customer inquiries about other coverage 
options, our operators will connect them directly with our customer service and sales team to get them the help they need.

Q14

ENGAGEMENT WITH INDUSTRY GROUPS - Identify relevant industry association memberships that you center
maintains.  How does your company participate in or contribute to these associations? (5%)

Partnership for Priority Verified Alarm Response – Joey Rao-Russell – Past President Board Member – Host educational panels and 
development standards through the standards committee

The Monitoring Association – Board Member Chair of the PSLC Committee

California Alarm Association – Participation in training through the WBFAA and legislative efforts

ESX – Host meetings, help teach or actively participate in panels

Other industry memberships:
National Fire Protection Association
California Automatic Fire Alarm Association CAFAA
Employee Ownership Association
California Chiefs of Police Association
California Sheriff’s Association
IACP

Q15

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Respondent skipped this question

Q16

Optional: You may upload a PDF or image to accompany
your application. (File size limit is 16MB)

Respondent skipped this question


